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Abstract
Record matching, which identifies the records that represent the 
same real-world entity, is an important step for data integration. 
Most state of the art record matching methods are supervised, 
which requires the user to provide training data. The detection 
of similar duplicate records is a difficult task, especially when 
the records are domain independent. Unfortunately, domain 
knowledge is not always available. Moreover, domain-specific 
methodologies apply only for some particular domains, and the 
rules developed for one domain often do not hold for different 
domains. Nevertheless, currently so many different domains exist 
that the need for domain-independent research is undeniable. 
Although dealing with domain-independent techniques for similar 
duplicate record detection in database has received attention over 
the last few years. 
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I. Introduction
An important aspect of duplicate detection is to reduce the number 
of record pair comparisons. Several methods have been proposed 
for this purpose including standard blocking, sorted neighborhood 
method, Bigram Indexing, and record clustering. Even though 
these methods differ in how to partition the data set into blocks, 
they all considerably reduce the number of comparisons by only 
comparing records from the same block. An intuitive method 
to identify duplicate vectors is to assume that two records are 
duplicates if most of their fields that are under consideration 
are similar. On the other hand, if all corresponding fields of the 
two records are dissimilar, it is unlikely that the two records are 
duplicates. To evaluate the similarity between two records, we 
combine the values of each component in the similarity vector for 
the two records. As different fields may have different importance 
when we decide whether two records are duplicates, the importance 
is usually data-dependent [1-2].
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Fig. 1: Finding Duplicates in Domain Dependent Database

As shown in above fig. 1 for finding the duplicates in domain 
dependent database, student database has been taken. This database 
contain education domain. The student database consists of 110 
records. Sorted block algorithm and clustering algorithm were 
implemented on this database. Searching of duplicates carried out 
in terms of blocks in sorted block algorithm, block contains group 
of records. Clustering algorithm consists of different datasets 
called as cluster with their attributes like name, address, phone 
number and email address. The records were checked within the 
dataset [3].

A. Sorted Block Algorithm
1: sort records on key
2: /* initialization */
3: list Comparison Records ←[] // List of records that are
compared with the currently processed record
4: windowNr←o+1// Number of the window in the overlapping
area
5: i←1
6: /* iterate over all records and search for duplicates */
7: while i ≤ records.length do
8: if records[i] is 1st element of new partition and i>1then
9: while list Comparison Records. length > o do
10: list Comparison Records. remove [1]
11: end while
12: windowNr←1
13: else if window Nr≤othen
14: list Comparison Records.remove[1]
15: windowNr←windowNr+1
16: end if
17: /* compare current record with all records in
List Comparison Records */
18: for j=1to list Comparison Records.length do
19: compare records[i] with list ComparisonRecords[j]
20: end for
24: list Comparison Records.append(records[i])
25: i←i+1
26: end while
27: calculate transitive closure

B. Clustering Algorithm
GENERATE-CLUSTERS (P, DBΔ, k)
Output: A partition of DB ∪DBΔ:
1: P'  ←P; DB'  ←DB;
2: Let P'={C1…………Cm} and DBΔ={μ1………μn};
3: for i=1……n do
4: neighbors ←K NEARESTNEIGHBOR (DB', μi, k);
5: Cj  ←MOSTLIKELYCLASS (neighbors, P');
6: DB'  ←DB'  ∪{μi};
7: if Cj= ϕ then
8: create a new cluster  Cm+1= {μi}
9: P'  ←P'  ∪{Cm+1};
10: else
11: Cj  ← Cj  ∪{μi};
12: PROPAGATE (neighbors, P');
13: end if
14: end for
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PROPAGATE (S,P)
P1: for all μ ∈ S do
P2: neighbors ←K NEARESTNEIGHBOR (DB,μ,k);
P3: C ←MOSTLIKELYCLASS (neighbors,P);
P4: if μ ∉C then
P5: C ← C ∪{μ};
P6: PROPAGATE (neighbors,P); 
P7: end if
P8: end for [21]

C. Weight Assignment Algorithm
1. For i = 1 to n
2. pi = 0
3. qi = 0
4. For each vector Vk={vk1,………,vkn }  in D
5. pi = pi + vki
6. S = ∑n

i=1pi
7. For i = 1 to n
8. ωdi = pi ⁄ S
9. For each vector  Vk = {vk1,………,vkn} in N
10. qi = qi + 1 - vki 
11. S = ∑n

i=1 qi
12. For i = 1 to n
13. ωni = pi ⁄ S
14. wi = a∙wdi+ (1-a) wni
15. Return W = {ω1 ,………, ωn}

1. Weighted Component Similarity Summing (WCSS) 
Classifier
There are two classifier used in weight assignment algorithm. 
Classifier C1 plays a vital role. At the beginning, it is used to 
identify some duplicate vectors when there are no positive 
examples available. Then, after iteration begins, it is used again 
to cooperate with C2 to identify new duplicate vectors. Because 
no duplicate vectors are available initially, classifiers that need 
class information to train, such as decision tree and Naı¨ve Bayes, 
cannot be used. An intuitive method to identify duplicate vectors 
is to assume that two records are duplicates if most of their fields 
that are under consideration are similar. On the other hand, if all 
corresponding fields of the two records are dissimilar, it is unlikely 
that the two records are duplicates. To evaluate the similarity 
between two records, we combine the values of each component 
in the similarity vector for the two records [4].

III. Experimental Result

A. Threshold Value Used for all Algorithms
UID ( Adhar Card No)= 10(Maximum no)1. 
Phone No= 62. 
Full name= 43. 
One word in name=14. 
Address=35. 
Date of birth=26. 
Minimum threshold=5• 
Maximum Threshold=10• 

Maximum threshold is 10 for finding duplicates. Means the UID 
adhar card is matched then there is exact matching. If UID is not 
matching then second field is taken that is phone no which is 
having threshold value 6. If phone no is same then again go for 
the next field that is name which is having threshold 4. If name 
is same then there will be exact old is below 5 then there is no 
exact matching [5-6]

B. Time Complexity Equation
Time complexity= (total no. of If statement *time required per If 
statement) + (number of DBRW * time required per DBRW) + 
(number of for loop* time required per for loop)

Table 1: Time Complexity
Algorithms Blocking Clustering Weight assignment
Execution Time 4265 ms 2543 ms 5008 ms

1. Blocking Algorithm
Best case= td ( time taken for matching one record)= 38 • 
milliseconds
Average case= (no of records in database) ∙ td/2 = • 
2090Milliseconds
Worst case= (no. of records in database) ∙ td = 4180 • 
Milliseconds

2. Clustering Algorithm
Best case=td(time taken for matching one record) =23 • 
Milliseconds
Average case= (no. of records in database).td/2 = • 
1265Milliseconds
Worst case= (no. of records in database) ∙ td= 2530 • 
Milliseconds 

3. Weight Assignment Algorithm
Best case= td( time taken for matching one record)= 38.80 • 
milliseconds
Average case= (no of records in database) ∙ td/2 =2502.8 • 
Milliseconds 
Worst case= (no. of records in database) ∙ td = 4180 • 
Milliseconds

C. Space Complexity Equation
By using dynamic array (unbounded array): • 

It is decided at the runtime. It considers memory required for 
method, function, class and object together.

Table 2: Space Complexity Using Dynamic Array

Algorithms Blocking Clustering Weight 
assignment

Runtime 
Space 5698 bytes 5222 bytes 6543

bytes 

By using static array • 
Space Complexity= Number of integers * 2 + Number
 of floats* 4 + Number of Char +Total size of static
 array.

Table 3: Space Complexity by Using Static Array

Algorithms Blocking Clustering Weight 
assignment

Space 
complexity 290 bytes 264 bytes 282 bytes 

D. Accuracy
Accuracy = (Actual output/ Ideal output)*100
Ideal output = 36 duplicates
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Table 4: Accuracy

Algorithms Blocking Clustering Weight 
assignment

Actual output 28 
duplicates

29
duplicates

35
Duplicates

Accuracy (%) 77.70 80.55 92

E. Complexity of Algorithm
Table 5: Complexity of Algorithms

Algorithms Blocking Clustering Weight 
Assignment

Best Case  n/4  1 1 
Average 
Case  n/2  n/c (n-1)/2

Worst case  n  n*c (n-1)

IV. Conclusion 
In sorted blocking algorithms different blocks are created which 
consists of four to five records and record matching will occur 
first within the block. In clustering algorithm similar records are 
collected in the cluster. In weight assignment algorithm weight 
matrix is generated for storing the similar records. When there 
are misspells in the record then sorted block algorithm is not 
compatible. Clustering algorithm compatible when there are 
misspells in records. Weight assignment algorithm highly flexible 
for misspells. From the experimental results it is observed that time 
requirement is 4265ms in sorted block algorithm, time requirement 
is 2543ms for clustering algorithm and time requirement is 5008ms 
for weight assignment algorithm. Accuracy of sorted block 
algorithm is 77.70%, accuracy of clustering algorithm is 80.55% 
and accuracy of weight assignment algorithm is 92%.
Dynamic memory space required for sorted block algorithm 
is 5698 bytes, dynamic memory space required for clustering 
algorithm is 5222 bytes and dynamic memory space required for 
weight assignment algorithm is 6543 bytes.
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